
 
 
 
I, _____________________________________, wishing to enroll my child and take dance, 
tumble or gymnastic, aerobic activity style classes and spend our time at  [Paula Carr Dance 
Academy ] hereby acknowledge that said organization is doing everything they can to protect 
the public as well as myself, their teachers, dancers and volunteers.  
To this extent, I agree to follow Center of Disease Control (CDC) and local health district 
guidelines and [ Paula Carr Dance Academy] studio rules, policies and procedures. 
 Including social distancing to reduce the spread of Novel Coronavirus, or COVID-19.  
This will require everyone to maintain six (6) feet of distance between students as much as 
possible while dancing/ waiting as to limit exposure. _________ initial.  
 
I understand the PCDA Lobby and PCDA Restroom are both closed to all non-dancers, families 
and siblings during this time to help reduce the spread of Novel Coronavirus, or COVID-19. 
 
All registration will be done over the phone or online. No cash or checks accepted -only non-
touch payments methods. Any questions can be answered via email, phone or video chat.   
 
I understand this is now a drop off and pick up studio (during this new Covid time). If dancers 
are under the age of 4 – one parent could possibly with permission be allowed to enter to get 
dancer settled- but must follow the lobby PCDA sanitization / mask rule.Then free to watch 
though outside window.  
PICK UP:  I understand that my promptness will affect the staffs ability to have time to clean and sanitize                
for next class/ group. I pledge to be on time for both pick up and drop of dancer________  Initial. 

 
I agree -when needed, (example) dancers walking into to lobby and class- to utilize surgical 
masks or improvised masks such as scarves, bandanas, and handkerchiefs to reduce the risk of 
exposure to dancer, teachers and others. This is done as a courtesy to others and our PCDA 
staff, dancers &  other families. NOTE: Dancers- while dancing will not be required to wear masks / or 
if they have underlying health issues. 

I (we) agree to wash or sanitize hands before entering studio or after using the restroom, 
sneezing, and to cover cough.  
 
Food and open fast food/ drinks are no longer allowed in PCDA by students. No shared snacks 
or food.  A water bottle labeled with their name is allowed to be kept in their own zone.  Only 
small dance bags allowed. Or specific shoes needed for class day only.  
 
[Paula Carr Dance Academy]  is not responsible for any potential exposure to Novel 
Coronavirus, or COVID-19, which is not a direct result of negligence on the part of their 
employees, volunteers, or the organization.  
 
By signing below, I agree to comply with the written instructions above. Failure to comply with 
these written instructions or verbal instructions from staff may result in my being excused from 
PCDA immediately. We reserve the right to refuse service. See PCDA studio Polices.  
 
_______________________________________ Date____________ 
Printed Name 
 
_______________________________________ Date____________ 

Signature  


